
Name: ______________________________

The Knight at Dawn
Chapters 1 - 3

1.   When Jack and Annie went back to the time of the dinosaurs, what did Jack find? 
a.  a coin with a dinosaur on it b.  a shiny rock shaped like a dinosaur tooth
c.  a pteranodon feather d.  a medallion with the letter M on it

2.   Whose idea was it to go back to the tree house at 5:30 am?  _________________________

3.   What did Annie say when she pointed to the picture of the knight in the book?
a.  “We wish we could see this guy for real.”
b.  “I wonder if this is a real knight in shining armor.”
c.  “Take us to the castles.”
d.  “Magic tree house, take us to meet this knight before dawn comes.”

4.   What is the purpose of a moat around a castle?

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

5.   Read the following sentence from Chapter 3.

Fanfares were played to announce different dishes in a feast.

What does the underlined word mean?

a.  big meals for a king or queen
b.  games played before a meal
c.  games in which people smash plates and cups
d.  short tunes played on musical instruments
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ANSWER KEY
The Knight at Dawn

Chapters 1 - 3

1.   When Jack and Annie went back to the time of the dinosaurs, what did Jack find?    d
a.  a coin with a dinosaur on it b.  a shiny rock shaped like a dinosaur tooth
c.  a pteranodon feather d.  a medallion with the letter   M   on it  

2.   Whose idea was it to go back to the tree house at 5:30 am?  Annie's

3.   What did Annie say when she pointed to the picture of the knight in the book?   a
a.  “We wish we could see this guy for real.”
b.  “I wonder if this is a real knight in shining armor.”
c.  “Take us to the castles.”
d.  “Magic tree house, take us to meet this knight before dawn comes.”

4.   What is the purpose of a moat around a castle?

A moat is filled with water, to prevent enemies from getting in.

5.   Read the following sentence from Chapter 3.     d

Fanfares were played to announce different dishes in a feast.

What does the underlined word mean?

a.  big meals for a king or queen
b.  games played before a meal
c.  games in which people smash plates and cups
d.  short tunes played on musical instruments
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